December 8, 2020

EUASA and The Forum on Education Abroad would like to cooperate in supporting each other’s organizations for mutual benefit.

The Forum on Education Abroad has recognized EUASA as a Reciprocal Member under its member designations and EUASA does not pay an annual membership fee. EUASA may be asked to pay fees for exhibit booth rental or sponsorship at Forum conferences and events.

The Forum on Education Abroad will work with EUASA to develop pre-conference workshops or Critical Dialogues for their larger conferences in themes relevant to the audience and which draw on both EUASA and Forum interests/expertise. Both organizations may suggest opportunities to collaborate, to share information, and to advance the field. Each entity retains the right to participate or refrain from participation, as per their interests and availability.

EUASA and The Forum agree to Reciprocal Membership. This includes being listed in each other’s public list of members and applicable discounts for officers and staff to attend each other’s events. EUASA and The Forum may ask each other to share information or resources with their respective distribution lists and each party will consider doing so on a case-by-case basis.

This agreement can be renewed every year on its anniversary if satisfactory to both parties.

Signed on behalf of EUASA

______________________________

Print Name

CHAIR EUASA 12/8/20 Date

Signed on behalf of The Forum on Education Abroad

______________________________

Print Name

______________________________ Date

The Forum on Education Abroad is hosted by Dickinson College.

DICKINSON COLLEGE, P.O. BOX 1773, CARLISLE, PA 17013
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